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Neural representations of wrist motor coordinate
frames and their application
Abstract:
How the brain transforms body part positioning in the extrinsic environment into an
intrinsic coordinate frame during motor control? To explore the human brain areas
representing intrinsic and extrinsic coordinate frames, functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) was used to examine neural representation of motor cortices while
human participants performed isometric wrist flexions and extensions in different
forearm postures, thereby applying the same wrist actions (representing the intrinsic
coordinate frame) to different movement directions (representing the extrinsic
coordinate frame). A multivariate analysis revealed that critical voxels involving
pattern information that specifically discriminates wrist action (flexion vs. extension)
and movement direction (upward vs. downward) were identified within the primary
motor and premotor cortices. Results are consistent with existing findings using nonhuman primates and demonstrate the distributed representations of independent
coordinate frames in the human brain.
These findings could be applied for brain-machine interfaces to offer improved
quality of life for people with motor impairments. Using a variational Bayesian
multimodal encephalography (VBMEG) method, electroencephalography (EEG)
cortical current source signals were estimated from EEG sensor signals, and muscle
activity signals of the wrist were reconstructed from the estimated current source
signals by applying a sparse regression method. Since the estimation of EEG
cortical current source signals could improve spatial discrimination of EEG while
preserving its high temporal discrimination, findings from fMRI studies could be
employed to EEG-based brain machine interfaces. As an example, the reconstructed
muscle activity signals were used to control an electromyography (EMG)-based
power assist device, and EEG cortical current source signals showed higher
performance in controlling the device than EEG sensor signals.

